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MWInvestigations are a versatile, modern UK investigation and consultancy

company that’s different. We offer optional superior digital systems to more

efficiently obtain information and fact, ensuring data and client losses become a

thing of the past.All types of Digital Investigative Solutions (we do paper too!)Want

a client to sign up to a CFA or legal document.Want a statement or a locus report?

Look no further.We use competition beating means to obtain CPR compliant

evidence, legal documents and client signing documentation digitally. We are able

to conduct this work on the road, a great advantage for securing business and

saving expense.Personal Injury Investigations/Statements/Locus

Reports/EnquiriesWe adopt the same standards in investigating all types of personal

injury situations.These types of cases make up the bulk of legal claims and we can

visit clients and witness statements  can be taken to suit your needs.Our primary

investigators are all PEACE interview trained and use their skills and experience to

obtain accurate information.We have excellent experience of dealing with all

asbestos related conditions, accidents at work and even chemical related incidents

and fatal incidents and complicated Mesothelioma cases. This has included the

taking of statements in hospital settings for the most urgent of situations.We do not

use any agents for asbestos or major case statements, our operations manager has

attended upon hundreds of clients throughout the UK in place of solicitors. Our

statements have been of sufficient quality and depth to have been used evidentially
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(including historical WITNESS AND EMPLOYER research)We have helped win

complex civil cases researching many different subject matters including, the

forerunners of British Steel, ICI, British Chrome, The UK Paper Industry, The UK

Mining and Power Station Industry, Electrical wiring and cables in the 20th Century,

Natural Forming Minerals, Oil and Steel Works, former UK Companies and

International Businesses. In doing these enquiries we have had successful case

conclusion, including locating historic witnesses to win unlikely cases.Our research

work database of witnesses and employers, has been used to win seemingly lost

cases, including Passmore V Evan Cook Ltd, 5/12/12, which saved lawyers

£100,000's and gained the widow £170,000 in compensation. Bespoke

EnquiriesFraud reinvestigation and counter investigation.Bespoke CCTV evidence

collection and viewing (on scene).Accompanied Viewings.Surveillance/Observations

with digital mastering services.Many other service areas, including scene

inspections, face 2 face referee validation and data solutions.We also have a unique

help & liaison service for serious and catastrophic injury cases where we have a

presence in hospitals.
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